by Artist Yvette Michele Booth

FORT LAUDERDALE, FL - – She would always
say to me each night, “See you in the funny papers.” My mother introduced me to the world of
comics. As far back as I can remember she would
read them aloud to me and make voices for each
of the characters so that I could get the meaning
of its intended story. She also shared that it was
a favorite past time of her and her younger brother to get the Sunday paper and turn to the comics
for a good laugh.
The comics equal to all other art forms are intended for us to see a diversity in our opinions
or to find humor in not normally humorous situations. It was not until my teen years was I able
to see the subliminal and overt messages in cartoons. It got me to thinking what would have been
some of those cartoons that my mother and her
brother could have been reading. It surely was
not those that made fun of BLACK people; she
went to mostly white schools in the city of Detroit
and often recollected the reading of BLACK Sambo made her tear up each first day of school and
wanting to hide as the children laughed.

She frequently took on topics of racism, sexism,
labor laws and education. This was all before the
1940’s and that was a time way before civil rights
laws were enacted.
It was in the mid 1940’s that Ormes’ created a
new strip called Patty-Jo ‘n’ Ginger. It featured sisters Ginger and Patty Jo with a gap in age to show
the diversity of an issue from both innocence and
experience. It was the younger sister’s voice that
was used for the narration. The 11-year strip was
so popular that the Terri Lee Doll company decided
to produce a Patty-Jo doll in 1947. It was the first
American BLACK doll to have an extensive line of
clothing and whose character was represented as
a real child. This would have been uncommon in
the 1940’s since the media had played gross characterizations of facial features and skin color.

It leads me to wonder what would Ormes have to
say for today’s issues? How would she show us her
thought on the Flint, Mich. water crisis? What about
Travon Martin and the Black Lives Matter movement? Looking at her strips, they eerily seem to
In the late 1900’s BLACK newspapers started apply and time has seen not much change.
to appear in Northern cities. They mainly were
started to uplift the lives of BLACK communities.
Many people had moved from the South in hopes
of creating a better life. America’s first BLACK female cartoonist was Jackie Ormes. She created
cartoon characters--Torchy Brown, Candy, Patty-Jo, and Ginger. These cartoons were featured
in BLACK newspapers such as the Chicago Defender and Pittsburgh Courier between 193756.
My mother would not have read Orme’s cartoon as a youngster. She certainly would have
taken note as an adult to the cartoons foundation. They had so much in common, Ormes strip
and my mother. Ormes cartoon’s are about social
and political injustices as well as life as a working
woman. She was the first cartoonist to point out
environmental issues that plagued Black neighborhoods. One of her strips showed a factory filling the air with smoke and polluting the local water supply. She used herself as a model to fashion
her character Torchy Brown. All of her characters
were strong in their point of view and seeming no
subject was off limits.
She was a self-taught artist and got into the
newspaper business as a proof reader. It has
been noted that her style was clever and funny
with a satirical edge.

Broward County has the highest AIDS Rates in the USA! Artists of all
ages have a message to share in helping eradicate this epidemic that is
affecting our community.

ART ON
AIDS/HIV

From The Centers for Disease Control

“Blacks/African Americans have the most
severe burden of HIV of all racial/ethnic
groups in the United States. Compared with
other races and ethnicities, African Americans account for a higher proportion of new
HIV diagnoses, those living with HIV, and
those ever diagnosed with AIDS.
The Numbers - HIV and AIDS Diagnoses
In 2014, 44% (19,540) of estimated new HIV
diagnoses in the United States were among
African Americans, who comprise 12% of
the US population.
Among all African Americans diagnosed with
HIV in 2014, an estimated 73% (14,305)
were men and 26% (5,128) were women.
Among all women diagnosed with HIV in
2014, an estimated 62% (5,128) were African American, 18% (1,483) were white, and
16% (1,350) were Hispanic/Latina.
Women accounted for 25% (5,168) of the
estimated 20,792 AIDS diagnoses among
adults and adolescents in 2014 and represent 20% (246,372) of the estimated
1,210,835 cumulative AIDS diagnoses in
the United States from the beginning of the
epidemic through the end of 2014.”
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